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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Student is required

to attempt any four questions out of Sections

A, B and C by selecting at least one question

from each Section. All questions carry equal

marks.

(b) What is a difference between paint( ) and

repaint ( ) methods ? 6

(c) What is a difference between the methods

sleep ( ) and wait ( ) ? 8

7. Name and explain the various keyboard events ?

How does event listener capture these events ?

Name the interface which is extended by AWT

event listeners. 20

8. (a) What is a difference between Canvas and

a Scroll Pane ? 6

(b) What is a difference between a Menultem

and a Checkbox Menultem ? 6

(c) Define Inner Classes. Where and why are

they used ? 8
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1. (a) What is a constructor and why is it

needed ?

(b) Name and explain the method which is

called at the beginning of a Java Program.

(c) What does the word 'static' written before

a method in Java Program signify ?

(d) Name different access modifiers in Java ?

(e) What is JVM ?

(f) What do you mean by an object ?

(g) What is the default value of Char and

Double data type in Java ?

(h) When a Byte data type is used ?

(i) Why is String class considered

immutable ?

(j) Define Applet and which class does an

Applet Extends ? 2×10=20

Section A

2. (a) What is the difference between break

statement and continue statement ? Explain

taking example of each. 10

(b) Differentiate between method overloading

and method overriding. 10

3. (a) Draw comparison between an Interface and

an Abstract class. 5

(b) Define the keyword 'super' ? Where is

'super' used, explain wtih the help of an

example. 5

(c) Write a program in Java showing addition

of two strings and two integers using

appropriate concept. 10

Section B

4. (a) Differentiate between throw and throws

used in exception handling in Java. 10

(b) Explain the class of exceptions which are

generated by Java Run Time system. 10

5. (a) Define 'Finally' ? When is finally

executed ? 10

(b) Write an Applet that sets foreground

colour to 'Blue' and background colour to

'Red' ? 10

Section C

6. (a) Name and explain the abstract class

which is a super class of all Menu related

classes. 6
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